Phase I study of the mTOR inhibitor ridaforolimus and the HDAC inhibitor vorinostat in advanced renal cell carcinoma and other solid tumors
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Abstract

**Background**—Drugs inhibiting the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) are approved in the treatment of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), but resistance inevitably emerges. Proposed escape pathways include increased phosphorylation of Akt, which can be down regulated by histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors. We hypothesized that co-treatment with the mTOR inhibitor ridaforolimus and the HDAC inhibitor vorinostat may abrogate resistance in RCC.

**Methods**—This phase I study evaluated the co-administration of ridaforolimus and vorinostat in patients with advanced solid tumors. The primary objective was to determine the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) in RCC patients. Although all solid tumors were allowed, prior cytotoxic chemotherapy was limited to 1 regimen. Using a modified 3+3 dose escalation design, various dose combinations were tested concurrently in separate cohorts. Efficacy was a secondary endpoint.

**Results**—Fifteen patients were treated at one of three dose levels, thirteen with RCC (10 clear cell, 3 papillary). Dosing was limited by thrombocytopenia. The MTD was determined to be ridaforolimus 20mg daily days 1–5 with vorinostat 100mg BID days 1–3 weekly, however late onset thrombocytopenia led to a lower recommended phase II dose: ridaforolimus 20mg daily days 1–5 with vorinostat 100mg daily days 1–3 weekly. Two patients, both with papillary RCC, maintained disease control for 54 and 80 weeks, respectively.

**Conclusions**—The combination of ridaforolimus and vorinostat was tolerable at the recommended phase II dose. Two patients with papillary RCC experienced prolonged disease control.
stabilization, thus further study of combined HDAC and mTOR inhibition in this population is warranted.
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**Introduction**

The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase is an integral downstream regulator of the phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway, a signaling cascade that has been implicated in myriad cellular actions including proliferation, mobility, angiogenesis, and cell survival. [1–3] Altered functioning of this pathway has been linked to tumorigenesis in several human cancers.[2, 4, 5] Inhibition of mTOR directly decreases gene translation, thus reducing protein synthesis and in turn leading to delayed or arrested progression through the cell cycle.[6, 7] Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) has proven to be particularly sensitive to mTOR inhibition,[8, 9] and subsequently two different mTOR inhibitors, temsirolimus and everolimus, have been approved for use as systemic therapy in patients with metastatic RCC based on results from randomized phase III trials.[10, 11]

Another effect of mTOR inhibition involves its role on the downstream transcription of the hypoxia inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) and its resultant effect on angiogenesis.[9] When it is active, mTOR activation leads to phosphorylation of the 4E-binding protein (4E-BP1) and the S6 kinase (S6K1), which in turn up-regulate HIF-1α. Under hypoxic conditions, the HIF-1α protein translocates into the nucleus to activate gene expression, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and stimulate angiogenesis.[12] Normally, HIF-1α is degraded by interaction with the von Hippel-Lindau (vHL) protein complex prior to entering the nucleus, however in many RCC tumor cells a mutated vHL gene leads to HIF-1α accumulation and overexpression.[13, 14] Inhibition of mTOR minimizes HIF-1α production, which serves to temper the enhanced angiogenesis stimulated by HIF-1α in the setting of ineffective, mutated vHL.

Unfortunately, the onset of drug resistance remains a major barrier to prolonged treatment success. Multiple mechanisms have been described that likely contribute to the development of resistance to mTOR inhibition.[15] One potential resistance pathway involves a feedback loop generated in mTOR-inhibited cells that induces up-regulation of Akt phosphorylation and ultimately renders the anti-proliferative effects of mTOR inhibition inadequate to suppress tumor growth.[16] Therefore, a reasonable strategy to avoid or overcome resistance to mTOR inhibitors involves concomitant suppression of phosphorylated Akt (pAkt). HDAC inhibitors block enzymes that return the DNA in histones to a more tightly coiled, less readily transcribed form, resulting in altered transcription patterns of various genes implicated in cell survival, differentiation and proliferation. In a preclinical study by Verheul and colleagues, combining an mTOR inhibitor with a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor, showed promising activity.[17] HDAC inhibitors have been shown to affect transcription at the DNA level resulting in altered patterns of gene expression implicated in cell survival, differentiation and proliferation.[18] In RCC cell lines, pAKT was predictably...
upregulated by mTOR inhibition, but with the addition of HDAC inhibition pAKT expression remained at baseline levels. Additionally, HDAC inhibitors are known to inhibit angiogenesis via a HIF-1α mediated process, and the combination treatment revealed further decrease in HIF-1α protein expression, opening the possibility of anti-tumor synergism via dual mechanisms. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanisms of action of both ridaforolimus and vorinostat on the various components of the mTOR pathway. A prior phase I study of the oral HDAC inhibitor vorinostat established a twice daily dosing schedule on three consecutive days every seven, based on pharmacokinetics and toxicity as a single agent, and found this to be safe and tolerable.[19] While not a dose-limiting toxicity in this study, thrombocytopenia appears to be a common class effect of HDAC inhibitor therapy due to effects on megakaryocyte differentiation.[20] A similar phase I dose-finding study investigating the oral mTOR inhibitor ridaforolimus established an optimal dose and schedule of five consecutive days, followed by two days off, based on toxicity and pharmacodynamic endpoints.[21] Based on these promising preclinical findings, we performed a Phase I study with the mTOR inhibitor ridaforolimus and the HDAC inhibitor vorinostat to determine safety and tolerability and investigate whether combination therapy could abrogate drug resistance in RCC.

### Patients and Methods

**Patients**

Eligible patients were initially considered for the study if they had metastatic RCC refractory to prior systemic therapy. However due to emerging data suggesting efficacy of this approach in other tumor types, [22–24] the protocol was amended to include patients with all solid tumors and lymphomas. Enrollment was limited to patients whose disease was refractory to at least one line of therapy but who had received no more than one prior cytotoxic chemotherapy. There was no limit on the number of prior targeted or immunotherapies. Patients were > 18 years of age, had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status of 0 or 1, had adequate organ function, and measurable disease by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1. Female patients of childbearing age were required to have a negative serum or urine pregnancy test ≤ 5 days prior to study registration and agree to use an effective method of contraception. Restrictions on timing of prior therapies included cytotoxic chemotherapy, radiotherapy or immunotherapy ≤ 3 weeks before starting treatment, the use of bevacizumab ≤ 6 weeks prior to day 1 of treatment, or a lack of recovery from previous treatment-related acute adverse events (AEs). For patients who had received prior targeted therapies, treatment must have been discontinued at least five half-lives prior to initiation of study treatment. Key exclusion criteria included an active infection requiring antibiotics, uncontrolled diabetes or hyperlipidemia, and a known diagnosis of HIV. Stable brain metastases were permitted. All patients were required to sign written informed consent. The protocol was approved by the institutional review board of Fox Chase Cancer Center and Merck. The study followed the Declaration of Helsinki and good clinical practice guidelines.
Study Design

This was a single institution, phase I investigator initiated study with a modified 3+3 dose escalation design. The primary objectives of the study were to characterize the safety and tolerability of the dose combination of vorinostat and ridaforolimus as well as determine a maximally-tolerated dose (MTD). Secondary objectives included assessments of response rate (RR), progression free survival (PFS), and overall survival (OS) in all patients as well as in the cohort of RCC patients only. Dose escalation among six candidate dose combinations was planned, with the design allowing for concurrent testing of multiple dose levels by escalating each drug in separate cohorts (figure 2a and 2b). Predefined criteria for dose escalation needed to be met prior to opening the next group of doses to patient accrual. This novel concurrent dose escalation design was previously reported by Huang and colleagues. [25] Both drugs were available in oral formulations. Ridaforolimus was self-administered at the assigned dose level daily for five days, followed by two days off of drug, repeating every week of a 21-day cycle. Vorinostat was dosed once or twice daily for three days on, four days off, repeating weekly on the same 21-day cycle (figure 2c). Treatment was continued at the defined dose level until disease progression, unacceptable toxicity or adverse events as determined by either the investigator or the patient, or withdraw from study. Any drug-related grade 3 or 4 toxicity occurring during the first three weeks of treatment (except nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, serum lipid elevation, or transient electrolyte abnormality that resolved to a grade of 0–2 with medical management) was considered a dose limiting toxicity (DLT). Cohort expansion could proceed to the next group of dose levels if no DLTs were reported in the first 3 patients treated. If one DLT was recorded, cohort expansion to six patients was required at that dose level, and further dose escalation was suspended until all patients could be assessed. Dose escalation was halted if two or more of any DLT was recorded, and further accrual to other dose levels was determined by predefined specifications. The dose escalation protocol was followed to determination of a MTD, denoted as the highest dose at which no more than one of six patients experienced a DLT, and expanded to a total of 12 patients.

Procedures

Baseline evaluations consisted of a physical examination, complete blood count, complete metabolic panel, coagulation studies, fasting lipids, electrocardiogram, computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging of the chest, abdomen, pelvis, and bone scan. Safety evaluations were also performed at baseline, at two weeks, then weekly for four weeks. Thereafter, evaluations were performed on the first day of each subsequent cycle. Toxicity noted in patients receiving ridaforolimus and vorinostat were graded using the National Cancer Institute common toxicity criteria for adverse events (CTCAE) version 4.0 grading system. Radiographic restaging occurred after every two cycles for the first six cycles and then could be extended to every four cycles per physician preference. Evaluation of response followed the RECIST v. 1.1 guidelines.
Data Analyses

Determination of DLTs and MTD was outlined above. Kaplan Meier curves were used to estimate PFS and OS. Proportions and 95% CIs were used to evaluate the treatment completion rate. Results are reported as of data cutoff on May 1, 2014.

Results

Patient Characteristics

Fifteen patients were treated at one of three dose levels. Thirteen patients (87%) had RCC, three of which had papillary RCC and ten that had clear cell RCC (ccRCC). There was one patient with esophageal carcinoma and one with a small bowel carcinoid tumor. The median age was 66 years (range: 57–80 years). All patients had a performance status of 0–1 at study initiation and had progressed on prior systemic therapy. Seven patients (47%) had received only one prior therapy, while five patients (33%) and three patients (20%) had received two or greater than or equal to three prior regimens, respectively. More than half of the patients (8, 53%) had been treated previously with an mTOR inhibitor, including the patient with the carcinoid tumor. Table 1 displays the overall patient characteristics. At the time of data cutoff, no patients remained on study.

Safety and Tolerability

Dose escalation progressed from dose level #1 to the parallel dose levels denoted as #2 and #3 after no DLTs were seen at the initial dose level, as per protocol parameters (figure 2a and 2b). Inability to complete 80% of doses during cycle 1 due to persistent grade 1–2 thrombocytopenia led to two DLTs among six patients at dose level two. There were no DLTs among the first three patients treated at dose level three, thus triggering an exploratory expansion to six patients at this level. However, five of the six patients ultimately required dose reduction due to thrombocytopenia, and thus this dose combination was determined intolerable for prolonged use due to thrombocytopenia and equivalent to a DLT. Thus, dose level #1 (ridaforolimus 20 mg daily, vorinostat 100 mg BID) was determined to be the MTD. There were no other DLTs. During subsequent treatment, further dose reduction (to ridaforolimus 10 or 20 mg daily with vorinostat 100 mg daily) was necessitated in all patients who received >2 cycles (7 patients), with grade 1–2 thrombocytopenia implicated in 6/7 cases. The incidence of thrombocytopenia appeared to be directly related to vorinostat dosing. Ultimately, after review of both cycle 1 and long term toxicity and efficacy data, ridaforolimus 20mg daily X 5 (days 1–5) with vorinostat 100mg daily X 3 (days 1–3) weekly was determined to be the recommended phase two dose (RP2D). Notably, the reduction of vorinostat from twice daily (the MTD) to once daily in the RP2D was chosen to minimize thrombocytopenia.

The most common AEs that developed in two or more patients are presented in figure 3. AEs of all grades found in greater than 50% of patients included oral mucositis (12 patients, 80.0%), fatigue (11 patients, 73.3%), anorexia (11 patients, 73.3%), thrombocytopenia (11 patients, 73.3%), hyperglycemia (9 patients, 60.0%), and anemia (9 patients, 60.0%). The only grade 3 AEs occurring in more than one patient were anemia and hyperglycemia (4 patients and 2 patients, respectively). Grade 3 AEs occurring in one patient only included
diarrhea, fatigue, and mucositis. There were no grade 4–5 toxicities. Six patients (40%) discontinued the study due to toxicity.

Efficacy

A swimmer’s plot illustrating PFS and OS for all 15 patients can be found in figure 4. Four patients, all with RCC, maintained stable disease for 19, 21, 54 and 80 weeks, respectively. Three of these patients had progressed on prior mTOR inhibitor therapy, including the two patients with the longest periods of disease control, both of whom had papillary RCC. The patient who was treated on study for 54 weeks had previously been treated with the mTOR inhibitor temsirolimus and had sustained a prolonged response lasting 27 months with that agent. Both of these patients with papillary RCC and sustained duration of treatment with the study regimen were still alive at the time of data cut-off. No patients achieved an objective response by RECIST criteria.

The median PFS for all 15 patients treated on protocol was 17.1 weeks (95% CI: 6.6–21.4 weeks). In this cohort of patients where the majority had been treated with 2 or more prior regimens in the metastatic setting, 9/15 (60%) had a PFS greater than 16 weeks. All nine of these patients had RCC. The median OS was 40.7 weeks (95% CI: 28.3 weeks-not reached). Figure 5 shows the Kaplan Meier curves for both PFS and OS. At the time of data cut-off, five patients (33%) were still alive, but no patients remained on study.

Discussion

The goal of our study was to explore the utilization and feasibility of dual inhibition of mTOR and HDAC in an attempt to abrogate a primary mechanism of resistance via pAKT, as well as via synergistic inhibition of HIF-1α, in patients with metastatic RCC. Thrombocytopenia was the primary DLT with this drug combination, and it appeared to be both dose-related and to increase in severity with repeated dosing. This was not unexpected based on previous experience and reports with HDAC inhibitors, particularly vorinostat.[19, 26] However, owing to the 3x3 dosing design of the study, a tolerable dosing combination of ridaforolimus 20 mg daily with vorinostat 100 mg daily was deemed acceptable for further evaluation in a subsequent phase II trial. This combination did not lead to any other DLTs, most other toxicities were manageable and completely reversible, and no grade 4 or 5 toxicities were reported.

While this study was not designed to assess efficacy, it is encouraging that a subset of patients did appear to derive benefit from the drug combination. Additionally, while there were no objective tumor responses reported, two patients achieved a prolonged period of disease stability while on treatment. Interestingly, both of these patients had papillary RCC histology and both had progressed on prior mTOR inhibitor therapy (each had received temsirolimus as a first line agent). Notwithstanding the inherent statistical limitations of applying the findings in two patients of a relatively small cohort, these results warrant further investigation of this drug combination in patients with metastatic papillary RCC.

Due to the relative rarity of non-clear cell RCC, strong data supporting the efficacy of any single agent in these tumors is lacking. Arguably the best data from a phase III trial setting
comes from a retrospective analysis of the global advanced renal cell carcinoma (ARCC) trial.[10, 27] The original trial compared temsirolimus versus interferon-α (IFN-α) versus the combination in patients with metastatic RCC and poor prognostic features. The results showed an OS benefit for the patients on the temsirolimus alone arm and led to the approval of temsirolimus for use in this population. Because 20% of the patients in this trial harbored non-clear cell histology, predominantly papillary, a subsequent retrospective subset analysis was performed and reported an OS of 11.6 months in the temsirolimus alone arm versus 4.3 months with IFN-α alone in the patients with non-clear cell RCC. The 10 patients with pure papillary RCC only were reported to have an OS with temsirolimus of 13.2 months. Though this data is retrospective, and pathology was not centrally reviewed, it marks the only reported phase III data supporting a specific therapeutic benefit of mTOR inhibition for patients with non-clear cell histology.

Though this trial did not set out to validate a role for combined mTOR/HDAC blockade specifically in patients with papillary RCC, recent work published by Chaux and colleagues lends preclinical support to this potential strategy.[28] In their study the investigators examined a variety of biomarkers from the nephrectomy specimens of 54 patients with papillary RCC. They noted significant increases in the expression of 4E-BP1 (which is activated by mTOR) and HIF-1α in the tumor samples as compared to normal kidney tissue specimens. Consequently, the authors concluded that their results support a scientific rationale of dual targeting of mTOR and hypoxia-induced pathways in papillary RCC.

Our study establishes a reasonably safe and tolerable dosing regimen for the combination of ridaforolimus and vorinostat and preliminary evidence of efficacy in treating patients with metastatic RCC. The promising results in two patients with papillary RCC are intriguing, and in light of supporting pre-clinical data, warrant further study of the combination of mTOR and HDAC inhibition in a proof of concept phase II trial.
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Figure 1. Mechanism of action of ridaforolimus and vorinostat on the mTOR pathway

Pictorial depiction of the key proteins affected via altered transcription and translation by the mTOR inhibitor ridaforolimus and the HDAC inhibitor vorinostat. Ridaforolimus binds mTOR at the rapamycin binding domain resulting in allosteric kinase inhibition and leading to downregulation of various cell cycle regulators as well as HIF-1. Vorinostat exerts its effects on histone deacetylation to decrease transcription, culminating in decreased pAkt and HIF-1.

Note: PDK, phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; S6K1, S6 kinase 1; IRS, insulin receptor substrate; eIF, eukaryotic initiation factor; HIF, hypoxia inducible factor
Figure 2. Trial Design Including Dose Escalation and Treatment Schedule
2a) Composite dose level combinations of ridaforolimus and vorinostat, with the starting dose level emphasized in bold text.
2b) Parallel dose trial design allowing for separate escalation and de-escalation of each individual drug in patient cohorts based on toxicity assessments to determine optimal dosing combinations.
2c) Treatment schedule for combination oral administration. Vorinostat was dosed three days on followed by four days off starting on day one of each cycle, with daily or twice daily dosing dependent on the dose level. Ridaforolimus was given daily for five days with two off days. A cycle was considered to be 21 days long. Baseline imaging and initial restaging scans were assessed as marked.
Note: mg, milligrams; BID, twice daily; C1, cycle 1
Figure 3. Most Common Drug-Related Adverse Events
Chart depicting the most commonly reported adverse events by patients. Individual toxicities are graphed by number of patients reporting that side effect and are color coded by grade according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) Version 4.0.
Note: ALT, alanine transaminase; AST, aspartate transaminase
Figure 4. Swimmer’s Plot of Progression Free and Overall Survival
Chart depicts progression free and overall survival of each individual patient as a function of time as measured in weeks. Patients are divided with those having received a prior mTOR inhibitor on the top and those without prior mTOR inhibition towards the bottom. Symbols indicate whether patients were still living at the time of data cut-off; no patients remained on study.
Note: mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; PFS, progression free survival; OS, overall survival; Wks, weeks
Figure 5. Kaplan Meier Plots of Progression free and Overall Survival

5a) Kaplan Meier curve of progression free survival with 95% confidence bounds depicted as dotted lines.

5b) Kaplan Meier curve of overall survival with 95% confidence bounds depicted as dotted lines.
Table 1

Patient Characteristics (n=15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Median age 66 (range 57–80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Status</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor Type</td>
<td>Clear Cell RCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papillary RCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esophageal Carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metastatic Carcinoid Tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior systemic therapy</td>
<td>1 prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 3 prior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received prior mTOR inhibitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RCC, renal cell carcinoma; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin